INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL FOR AUDIO-VISUAL REPRESENTATIONS

ARTEFACTA
OF ARCHAEOLOGY, CULTURAL HISTORY & ART

CALL FOR ENTRIES

Since 1994, every two years the Cinarchea e.V. Association has been honouring outstanding media presentations of archaeological knowledge to the general public within the framework of a festival. This year, the former Archaeology Film Festival is starting for the first time with a significantly expanded thematic and media focus and under a new name: The

ARTEFACTA – International Festival for Audio-Visual Representations of Archaeology, Cultural History and Art

will simultaneously take place on 12-14.11.2020 at the CINEMA and at the Haus der Universität in Düsseldorf. Here the audience will be presented documentary films and a wide range of digital media such as apps, podcasts, serious games, digital animations and digital exponents from the fields of archaeology, history and art history. Two renowned juries will award prizes in the categories Film and Digital Media to selected contributions in a total of eleven categories.

This call is addressed to all media professionals working on a related topic. All productions completed since 2018 and presenting content from the fields of archaeology, art history or cultural history are eligible.

Submissions are possible from now until 30 June 2020. Further information and the modalities for submission can be found at www.artefacta-festival.de. For further questions please contact artefacta@posteo.de.

Please send the completed registration form and a film or media photo to artefacta@posteo.de.